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Robosoft to offer product development services for 3G iPhone
Published on 06/01/08
Robosoft Technologies, a leading Mac software developer, has today announced that it is
actively working on developing native applications for the 3G iPhone. More than half a
dozen native iPhone applications for different customers are already in advanced stages of
development. Robosoft has a proven track record on the Mac with more than 125 innovative
products to it's credit and looks to add native iPhone apps to it's portfolio.
New Udupi, India - Robosoft Technologies, a leading Mac software developer, has today
announced that it is actively working on developing native applications for the 3G iPhone.
More than half a dozen native iPhone applications for different customers are already in
advanced stages of development.
With the iPhone gaining traction, developing applications for the iPhone looks lucrative.
Apple has publicly announced their plans of releasing 10 million iPhones by the end of
2008. With a virgin market unfolding, companies have started focusing their attention on
developing products for the iPhone.
"We are excited about developing applications for the iPhone" explained Rohith Bhat, MD &
CEO, Robosoft Technologies. "Robosoft has been an Apple Premier Developer for the last 8
years now, and developing for the iPhone is a natural extension of our services. The
iPhone development environment being intuitive to a Mac OS X developer makes the
transition easy. Leveraging on our years of experience in developing for the Mac, we are
well positioned to understand the challenges of developing applications and games for the
iPhone and, as a result, can help drive the next wave of innovation for the iPhone"
Robosoft is one of the largest Mac development house and has the track record of
delivering cost-effective product development services on time with high Customer
satisfaction index. Its services on Mac include Product Development, Product Porting and
Game Porting. Robosoft has a proven track record on the Mac with more than 125 innovative
products to it's credit and looks to add native iPhone apps to it's portfolio.
Robosoft Technologies:
http://www.robosoftin.com/

Robosoft Technologies is a leading outsourced software development services company based
out of India. With a track record of continuous collaboration with more than 40 clients
worldwide, Robosoft is an ideal partner for companies looking at developing the Mac
version of their product. Robosoft offers the assurance of mature software engineering
processes and has an impeccable record of respecting Customer IP. Its processes comply
with ISO 9001 standards. It incorporates its experience and best practices evolved over a
decade while working with some of the market leading brands. All trademarks and copyrights
contained herein are the property of their respective holders.
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